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Representing Race on Screen: The Concept of African-American Pain Through    
the Lens of European-American Filmmakers 
 

Ms. Julie Začková sets out to explore in her thesis work the representation of African-
American pain through the critical lens of a select band of European-American 
filmmakers as instanced in three contemporary U.S. films, Basquiat (dir. Julian 
Schnabel, 1996), Django Unchained (dir. Quentin Tarantino, 2012), and The Help (dir. 
Tate Taylor, 2011). The thesis contains 68 pp. across five chapters, a bibliography, 
and a section for appendices. As for the prose style, it reads well though there are 
lapses such as e.g., “presenting [a] threat” (15), “[a] depiction” (17)”, “mari[j]uana” 
(18),  and “[Like not similarly to] the book” (43) and a few points where the syntax 
leaves something to be desired see for example p. 18. “it for a Hollywood-made film, 
they are” (18).  
 

All in all, this reader appreciated the dialectical (i.e., giving the positive and negative 
aspects to the) close reading of the target cultural films, a critical strategy outfitted by 
a band of useful critical texts both within and beyond U.S. film culture and studies.  
 

My main concern here is to extract from the candidate in a more succinct and simple 
way her own tack on the problem of film, of entertainment culture, and of the 
depiction of African American realities so called on the screen by European American 
film makers? The candidate does a good job throughout in her micro-analyses, but a 
certain kind of robustly and brutal simplifying overall argumentative statement is not 
ever given. Though I recognize this was to be in the service of nuance and subtlety, 
could the candidate clarify her own position after depicting the fine shades of 
meaning to the problematic so well of others in her thesis work? The ‘Conclusion’ 
goes some way to make more lucid some of these matters about the candidate’s own 
position-taking regarding those she does engage and their own angles of vision, but it 
does not truly attain the sort of rigor that would be ideal in this case and on this 
question. 

 

Also, what are some of the key and maybe even unanswerable questions that the 
candidate’s cultural analysis gives us to think that have heretofore not been broached 
about the problem of doing justice to representing the realities outside of one’s own 
ethnic backgrounding per se in a cultural form, cinema, that is very much given over 
to some extent so often as you point out, to the currency of entertainment value and 
so of big capital? 
 

In light of the foregoing mentions, I hereby recommend the pre thesis defense mark 
of 2 (velmi dobře) for the thesis work. 
 

 

Erik S. Roraback, D.Phil. (Oxon.), 
28 January 2015. 



 

 

 


